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Four years after the U.S. invaded, one student tries

Living after Iraq
Tina Pandza
Pandza2@vvright.edu

they ha c oil technology that the
United tates used 40 years ago.
Halliburton i trying to bring it up!"
A year in Iraq will change a man.
On the other hand Iran, Jordan
Student Matthew Kelch is trying
and Syria do not want Iraq to sucto start a new chapter of his life at
ceed and become a powerful nation,
WSU after hi tour in Afghanistan in said Kelch.
2000 and then training for even
"They are trying to di rupt their
democracy and the chance for Iraq to
months for the invasion of Iraq in
March 2003.
become a free country. Fortunately,
He spent a year in Iraq, got out of America is dong a good job in stopthe military, and then went back to
ping the ongoing flow of those terIraq as a security coordinator for
rorists into Iraq."
Halliburton in January 2004. Most of
"Iraqis lived under the regime of a
his work consisted of military liaiperson that did not care about the
son.
country," said Kelch. "I had the
Kelch said he didn't know
opportunity to see Hussein's
what he would face
palaces. They looked better
when he was first
than many places in
deployed, but his
America, while Iraq's
experience there
ordinary people live
ha changed his
in tiny houses with
view of the war
familie of four genand life in generation living
eral.
together," Kelch
Kelch aid he
added.
had heard horror
When Bush sent
storie about sol20,000 more troops to
diers in Saddam's
Iraq, Kelch said he
regime.
believed that it was proba"I heard a lot about Sadbly necessary. "That is what one
has to do in order to fight terrorism,
dam's Republican Guard, about how
and build up Iraq' military. ·T hose
tho c guy are the toughest and
strongest soldier around. I was nerv- are the two jobs we are trying to
complete," said Kelch.
ous aud concerned, but not scared,"
said Kelch. "I did not see fear in anyWhen he stayed in the Palestine
body's eyes. We wanted to do it, and
and in Sheraton hotels while in Iraq
with Halliburton, Kelch and his comget it over with. We are soldiers, and
panions were guarded by the same
we have a job to do."
Republican Guards that he was nervBeing in Iraq made Kelch realize
that Americans really were liberating ous about when first coming to Iraq.
a country. "I shook hands of hun"The soldiers admitted that they
dreds of happy Iraqis. The majority
are not fighting with their hearts, but
of them want us there. Throughout
because they had to. I trusted all of
my time in Iraq I only met one perthem; they were the ones keeping me
son who did not want us to be there," safe."
said Kelch.
It will be a while until the situa"It seems that students at Wright . tion in Iraq changes, said Kelch.
"The country was nothing when
State are quite liberal, and people are
quick to point their fingers at the
we came there for the first time.
Bush administration," said Kelch. "It Iraqis want to live normal lives just
like everyone else. They do want to
is not right to put the Bush adminisbe westernized. They do want
tration down like that, unless you
democracy. Hundreds of Iraqis told
have actually been in Iraq and dealt
me that that is what they want."
with the situation."
Kelch believes that by 20 l 0 the
Kelch said his work make him
realize many people have wrong con- mission should be accomplished. "I
respect that people have other views
victions about what Halliburton is
about the war, but I do employ that
doing in Iraq.
they do the research and not live
"Halliburton is restoring Iraq's oil
their lives with blinders on," Kelch
fields. The country is sitting on triladded.
lions of dollars of oil revenue, while

Above: Kelch
poses next to a
cmmbled mural,
of Saddam
Hussein.
Left: Kelch and

some children in
Iraq give the
"thumbs up"

sign.
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arch 19 2007 ~ A tudent
reported that h r pur e had been
tolen fr m 259 Fawcett. She aid
that . h had h r back to the door
vhen a male entered and a ked her a
que tion. He wa the only person to
enter the room. She found out that
her tolcn credit card had been u ed
and contacted the police in the area in
which it had b en used.
Matt Gahirs (middle) wins a television presented by Larry Klaben (left) ofMorris Home Furnishings and WSU basketbaO coaclt Brad Brownell
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March 23. 2007 - A tudent
reported that someone had mo •ed her
car from its parking pace. She had
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The Guarrlian encourages letters to the editor and commentary piece from students, faculty, administrators and
ta ff.

name, addre. ·,daytime phone, major and clas
(if applicable)
dlinc

Jr11

SPRINGFIELD

ARTSCOUNCIL

•Letters should be typed, have the writer's pnnted full
tanding

NPR Humorist
and Author

·ubmi · ion. 1s 5 p.m on the Fnday precced-

PRESENTS

DAVID

SE DARIS.

1ng the nc. t i sue.

•Leners sh uld ~kept to 500 word. or le .
•All letters a1e subject to editing for space and content.
•Letters winch duplicate others may be omitted.

tfMe Talk Pretty OneDay" • "Holidays on lce 11
"Dress Your Family In Corduroy and Denim 1'

•When responding to another Jetter, refer to the date and
headline.
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will not be used.
•The Guardian reserves the right to refuse printing letters

for $.50 each

arch 24 2007 - Offic L
re p nded to a ecurity a i. t at the
utter Center. A woman ft;ported that
an intoxicated male ubject had
touched her inappropriate! ' and OES
officer pre ented him from leaving
the scene. Officers e corted both partie off the cene.

·

MO.NDAY., . A.~RIL ~ ~ 7:30 ~M

E-mail: sack.2@wright.edu

Guardfan Phone Number Editor-in-Chief: 775-5534 I Opinions & Sports: 775-5538 I News Desk: 775-5536
Advertising: 775-5537 I Fax: 775-5535
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Presidential Lecture Series
brings WSU divers.e speakers
Emily Franklin
Franklin.1 S@wright.edu

David Quammen
an aw rd winning science, nature nd trav I writer
whos writing h s app ar d in publications uch as Nation
G
raph1C,Outs1d ,H~rp r's,Rollm Ston , ndTh N wYorkTime
Bo k R vi w.

Th Pr idcntial cctun: cries was
tarted a few y1.:ars a •o by fom1cr
W U pr sh.lent Kim C1old nbcrg, in
ordct t) hring di t:r ity of thought and
oi 'C to ampu. said Jacqudinc
M ·Millan, the a:sociatc provost.
1 hi.:: Pr1.: ·id 'ntial Lecture ..::rics is
hosted by the pre ·idi.::nt, now continued
by the new pre idcnt David Hopkins,
and invites nationally and internationally known people to our campus.
In January of 2005, Diane Na h, the
first speaker of the Presidential Lecture
Serie , visited campu in collaboration
with the 35th anniversary of Bolinga
Black Cultural Resources Center.
Nash was involved with the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee in
the 1960s and spoke to WSU about
human justice, said McMillan.
Many of the first speakers of this
eries lechired on human ju tice.
Roger Wilkins, a civil right advocate,
who worked with president Linden
John on came to speak about the voting rights act.
Recently, Wangari Maathai spoke
about poverty and the environment.
Other well-known and re pccted
· pcakcrs of thi seric include Richard
Florida, an economist, Oliver acks, a
famou physician, and Maya Angelou.
''It's a great opp rtunity to bring
speakers of such a high caliber to a
university environment," said Jeremy
Moore, a junior liberal studies major.
As Angelou was invited to campus
for 1st Weekend, these peaker are
also good ways for freshmen and parents to sec the out tanding lecturers
and experiences brought to our campus, Moore added.
Many of'the speakers that visit
WSU are in collabor.ai'on with another
organization.:......
~
For insta~ .dtir~ng~rqtiartcrs,
the series ctjJja
. . · ·t .tfie~ga
Center, and in
spring, tfl:e s nes
collaborates with Quest Conference.
This spring, David Quammen and
Judith Ezekiel are speaking in the
series and were selected by the Quest
Conference.
During fall quarters, the lcchlfe
material and speaker are left completely open, said McMillan.
"Students can send their suggestions
to the office of the President or to Jeff
Vemooy, Chair of University Diversity
Advocacy Council," said McMillan.
Faculty involved with the Presidential Lecture Series hope to send out
announcements to students, reminding
them to recommend speakers.
"We've had a very good student and
faculty response [to the series] ... typically the turnout is good," said McMillan.

Thursday, April 5, 007 at 7 pm in Student Umon Apollo Room

The title of his talk: 1'Charles Darwin: The Secret Life of a
Conservative Revolutionary."

Dr.Judith Ezekiel
Fri ay,April 6, 2007at 12:15 p.m.in E163Student Union
Book Signing after the lecture

Lecture title: ''l Grew Up White" Dayton Gir · Crosses Borders,
Changes Racen

Edward James Olmos
Considered by many to be the voice of Latin America in Hollywood an
around the nation, Olmos is active in many causes. The NAACP has
honor d him for his leadership in promoting racial unity. Along with
his role as Ada ma on the cable serie Battlestar Galactica, Olmos
recently directed the film Walkout for HBO.
Thursday~

April 12, 2007 at 7;00 p.m. in Apollo Multipurpo$e Room

WSU Student Union

fie

Hany Belafont.e speaks as part ofthe year long !'residential Lecture Series.
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Ha nga r upd ate s din ing o ptio ns
Emily Franklin
Franklin. 15©\Allight.edu

The Runway Deli i the first f everal n
additions that the Hangar will
seeing, ·aid Tom McHugh of Dining er ices.
Th new d li h. replac d a bcvcr. ge bar and wa added p r stud nt
1 qu ·sts. It . crv : sandwiches, . ch as
th • Stralotankcr, the Phantom, and th
. tarlif r.
Ii bagels and ·andwich son
g um1ct bread arc the main attraction
on the menu. aid McHugh.
Student can order anything from a
Mustang (beef fajita trips) to a Seaplane (tuna alad), as well as cold cuts,
such as ham, salami, turkey, and roast
beef.
The name "Runway Deli," which
wa ubmitted by 7 tudents, was
coined in a conte t held by Dining Service .
The winner Jay Peterson was randomly elected in a drawing with the
other e en name · by the Student Gov-

crnment Pre ident to win the prize of
$100 t ward a meal plan, aid
McHugh.
ther change to the I langar include
a r moval of the current a lad bar,
which will be replaced y a kylin
hili, said McHugh.
"Wear· lookin ' to :cc if it would
b a 1 0 d idea to chan l' out the hicFi 1-A and r place it with a Burger
King'' mentioned Mel I ugh.
How 'Ver, som tudcnts ar n 't so
sure that this i · a good idea.
" kyline and Burger King are both
bad for you," aid lacy hmitz, a
fre hman nursing maJor.
"If they're going to put a Skyline in,
they should just put the Burger King
there and forget about kyline. You
can buy frozen Skyline at the C- tore if
you like it," added Whitney Gelhau , a
ophomore education major.
The addition of a Burger King has
not been finalized yet, but students
may see new fast food option in the
Hangar soon.

NowServmg·
The runway

What do you think of the
new dining option s at the
Hanga r?
·
.
Tell our opinio ns editor s Joe
Jump Start Your Fall Schedule Sack c;it sack.2 @wrig ht.edu
Take Summer Classes at
Rhodes State College
Take classes in 5-week, 8-week or 10-week format
Day, evening, weekend and distance education
classes available
Current tuition is only 92.30 Der credit hour

Enroll now for Summer Quarter
Classes begin June 18
(419) 995-8320 • www.RhodesState.edu

RHOD
ES
,...
d

i

'STATC

Cm

ll!ClE:
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Beavercreek 2476 Commons Blvd 427-5224
Centerville 101 E. Alex Bell Rd. 312-9321
Huber Heights 8290 Old-Troy Pike 235-6347
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NCAA is more than a game
after a 14 year hiatus, losing to a tough
· Pittsburgh team 78-59.
Brownell agreed to comparisons
made between Wright State and UNCWilmington, a similarly ized chool
and Brownell' first head coaching job.
"You tarted to see a lot more kids
on campu · wearing your chool 's colors and there wa · a general feel of
excitement around the pr gram, kind of
like this year."
Brownell also said that the program
Phil Estes
could sec m re m ncy coming in from
Estes.6
'ght.edu
various sourc . ·uch as increased season ticket ·ale and alumni donation .
Wright tatc is starting to sc an
Wright State will also get part of a
increase in fan support, exposure and
$2 million share from NCAA tournamoney for the men, basketball proment revenue given to the Horizon
gram after posting one of the best seaLeague, an increase from $1.75 million
sons in the school's history.
the year before because of the school's
In their first year under coach Brad
Brownell, the Raiders went 23-10, their tournament appearance.
On-the-court success for Raiders this
first winning season in four years, caJ>season has seen a hopefully sustainable
tured their first ever Horizon League
increase in fan support.
title, and made the NCAA tournament

• WSU reaps the
benefits of
participation in
NCAA tourney

The bookstore offered special "Get
Rowdy" t-shirts for the Horizon league
championship and NCAA tournament
game for $5.
The Nutter Center saw a jump in
attendance not seen since it opened in
1991. A record 10,827 witnessed a 7765 win over then nationally ranked No.
9 Butler on February 10, 10,686 in the
rematch in the Horizon League champion ·hip (broadcasted on E PN ). and two
other games with crowds over 9,000.
This year aL o saw, for the fir ·t time
ever the establishment of a p cial student-only section at Nutter.
"We never had a ection especially
for students before/' said student government vice president Ed Gemin.
Making it into the NCAA tournament also lead to increased exposure
for Wright State in the media Brownell and the team's quick turnaround this season was a feature story
on ESPN.com in the days leading up to

the tournament, and The Dayton Daily
News ran a story featuring DeShaun
Wood on the ports section' front
page.
"It' really great eeing ·wright
State' on CBS and seeing DeShaun and
Drew on TV," said David Bringhur t,
director of the University Writing enter and Wright State grad who witncs cd the school' N AA Divi i n 11
championship in 19 3.
Thi· y ar's bid c uld provide a
major b ost to the program. t - just
don't exp ct top flight prospects choosing Wright State over regional powerhouses like Ohio State and Xavier just
yet.
"I don't think you'll see a big
increase in recruits just yet," admits
Brown, who calls this year's tournament bid a ''building block."
"As we improve, that's when you'll
see an increase in recruits."

Eating disorders comnion among college students
Tina Pandza
Pandza.2@wright.edu

to persoo., so we make recommenda-

In the United States, as many as 10
million females and 1 million males are
fighting a life and death battle with an
eating disorder such as anorexia or
bulimia.
Million more are . truggling with
binge eating disorder, according to the
National Eating Di. order. Ass ciation.
All thrl.!c type. of disorders are common among college students according
to Daniela Linncbach Burnworth, p. ychologi ·t at Counseling and Wellne s
Services.
Several members of the staff of
Counseling and Wellness Services have
·pecialized training in the treatment of
eating disorders, said Burnworth.
They provide group, individual,
and family therapy.
"We can also make referrals for
nutritional management, medication,
and medical check-ups to assist with
treatment," said Burnworth.
"Treatment needs vary from person

tions on a case-by-case basis to best
meet the needs of each individual we
work with in our Center," Burnworth
added.
"General rates of eating di orders
tend to be higher among females, about
I 0 percent of those seeking treatment
are male. There is research suggesting
that the rates for male are increasing,
and the incidence of eating disorders i
occurring at younger age~," said Burnworth.
Anorex~a Nervosa (AN) is characterized by an intense fear of gaining
weight or being fat.
Typically, people with symptoms of
A restrict their intake of daily calories
and weigh significantly les than what
is recommended for their body type,
according to Burnwoth.
"There is also usually a distorted
view of the body, which includes a perception that one's body size is larger
than it actually is, or the person evaluates the shape of her or his body in a
negative, critical way," said Burnworth.

Anorexia

Nervose

w

w

w.

the

"I don't think there is a major problem with eating disorders in college.
There are pictures in the media that do
not represent the true body of the
American woman, but I think that most
of us are educated enough to look
beyond that," said Stephanie Cox, a
ophomore majoring in finance.
Bulimia Nervosa is characterized by
peri d · of binge eating (i.e., eating
large amounts of food in a relatively
brief amount of time) and ft cling out of
control during the process of eating.
It includes a strong de ire to compensate, or make up, for the large quantity of food eaten, so people often
engage in purging behavior, according
to Burnworth.
Binge Eating Disorder is often
de ·cribed a· compulsive overeating and
includes binges without the compensatory behaviors.
"I think there is a problem with eating disorders in college, it's just that
people are older and smarter than they
were in high school and they can hide
it and lie about it better," said Jessica
Brunstetter, a senior majoring in mass
communication.
"People with eating disorders know
they have a problem and know friends
will attack them for it, so they have a
slice of pizza while out with friends,
but won't eat the rest of the day," said
Brunstetter.
"They are more experienced at hiding the truth so you can't tell as well,
but you can see it physically," Brunstetter added.
"Females tend to be treated more
commonly for eating disorders but rates
for males are rising,"· said Burnworth.
Several treatment forms are helpful
for people dealing with eating disorders.
The most recommended f01m of
treatment is counseling, with special

guardian

on

1

in

e.

attention given to medical and nutritional issues.
"Usually a combination of individual, group, and/or family therapy is recommended. Many people will also
take medication to assist in the management of the symptoms of eating dis-

"/ think there is a problem
with eating disorders in college, it's just that people are
older and smarter than they
were in high school and
they can hide it and lie
about it better. "
-Jessica Brunstetter, senior mass
comm1111ications major
orders,' 4 Burnworth added.
"'I think many college tudents have
eating disorders. There is con ' tant pressure and competition to look your best.
Everybody is trying to impres each
other, whether for interest in pursing a
relationship or being accepted into a
certain group," said Heidi Applebaum,
a senior majoring in athletic training.
"Media in general is sending a negative opinion of people who are considered heavy. We are living in a society
that accepts the concept of thin over
heavy," Applebaum added.

Find out more
about eating
disorders
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Are you vain
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image?
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ArtsGala to. benefit WSU arts students
II ArtsGala
organizers hope to
raise more than
$150,000 for
scholars ips
Emily Franklin
Fran in. 1S <Ywright.edu

Arts

enter.

et. hich are individually pric d at
$150. goe to the cholar hip.
tion, themed dining, mu ic, 'i ual art .
Fund rai ed from the ilent aucand much more ;vith the majority of
tion which feature acation getaway
fund~ rai ed going toward student
a well a artwork by tud nt and facscholarship .
ulty al o go to ard. the cholarships,
··we have a ton of activities going
said Cabrera.
on all night; it's pretty fabulou . . . and
Some of the artwork ~old at the
different from other fundraising," said
ilent auction i created by student
Jennifer Cabrera, ArtsGala · Developduring the ArtsGala.
ment and Alumni Event Coordinator.
La t year, ArtsGala rai. ed
Attendees will dine in
" We have a ton of
$100.000, and the
one of five dining rooms
. ••
.
event planners said
of different catering and
activities going on all
they hope to rai e at
entertainment. Students,
night; it' pretty fabu- le~ t $50,000 more
along w ith a few faculty
.
th1 year.
· member , will be perlo us ... and different
The ilent auction
forming mu ic and dance
from other fundrai alone br ught in
in all dining rooms.
20,00 last year
· Th purpo of the
ing."
and is exp ctcd t
event i to highlight and
do b ttcr thi year,
-Jennifer Cabrera, Art - with higher priced
howca c all the talented
Gala's Development and item up for ale,
tudent ," aid Cabrera.
Alumni Events
"We want the commusaid Cabrera.
Coordinator
nity to come to the event
The awarded
and be wowed."
cholarships are
More than 400 students are
need-ba e~ given pecifically to tuinvolved with organizing, decorating,
dents in the departments of Art and
and entertaining for ArtsGala, said
Art History, Music, and Theater,
Cabrera.
Dance, and Motion Picture ProducThese students spend their own
tion.
time rehearsing and practicing for
If a music student receives a scholtheir performances in front of the 500
arship, he or she is guaranteed that
to 600 people who attend the event,
scholarship money for the next 4
Cabrera added.
years, said Cabrera.

THE NEW STUDENT TRUSTEE SEARCH HAS BEGUN
- REPRESENT THE VOICE OF WRIGHT STATE STUDENTS
- PROVIDE STUDENT INPUT ON CAMPUS ISSUSES
- ENJOY BENEFITS SUCH AS SPECIAL CAMPUS EVENT
Applications are being accepted through April 27, 2007 for the position of Student Member of the WSU
Board of Trustees. Qualified applicants must be mature, reliable, and interested in serving the entire
university.
position will be filled by the appointment of Governor Taft to serve a 2-year term starting
July 1, 2007 and ending on June 30, 2009. Application packets can be obtained at the following
locations:
1. University Hall, Suite
.
2. Office of Student Activities w019 Student Union
3. Student Government Office, wOlO Student Union

The

"The scholarship selection process
takes place in the spring, and (students) begin to apply in the fall/'
added Cabrera.
Those who attend the event can
identify the past scholarship recipients. Fonner recipients wear a red ribbon, symbolizing their achievements,
said Cabrera.
In the past 7 years, ArtsGala has
raised more than $600,000 and awarded more than 100 scholarships.
The ArtsGala is presented by the
College of Liberal Arts. It begins at
6:30 p.m. and ends at midnight on
March 31.

If you have questions regarding the process. please contact James Borchers at borchers.13@wright.edu
w
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Internation al students
stick to campus job s·
Amanda Kauppila
Kauppila.2@vvright.edu

campus.
Students who choo. to work on
campus may only work 20 hours per
we k while classes are in session, 30
hour, during finals we ·k, and 40 during

Pl 01 uniti s on campu an:: as
di cr:s a · the stud ~nts, and th "'Y should
b abl .. to find a job that int ·1 est· them,
, aid harlcne Walker, assistant director
of arecr Services.
There are alway positions available,
posted on the bulletin board outside of
Caret;r Services and online said Walker.
"Even two-thirds into the school ·
year there are still a lot of job opportunities for student ,"she added.
Sara Aibar, a senior in computer
\;nginecring and an international student
from Spain said the international students are only allO\ved to work on campus.
"They are not required to work while
on a tudent i a. However. they may
not get a job off campu " she said.
The law prohibits international student from working off campus, o their
job prospects are limited to those on

ince they arc not required to maintain a
job.
The website for Career crviccs,
http://cnrc r.wright.edu, features the
Wright S arch, whi h compih:s all onbreak~~.
nmpu, job in om: locution for tudcnL'
tudcnts with a >PA of .0 or higher
to view.
and U. . citizenship·- - - -- - - -- - . - - -It also fi alurcs '' tudc:nt
m, y work up to 30
''Th ey (international Employment 1Ol, • a ·ct f
hour. p ·r w ck
onlinc quizze' which test' a
when classes are in students) are not
student's knowledge of poliession.
required to work
cies and procedures in regard
Aibar, who does
to tudent employment on
not work on camwhile on a student
campus.
pus, said that some
When the quizzes have
student have com- visa. However, they
been completed, a notice is
plained that prefer- may not get a job off sent to the student' supervience is given to
sor.
international tudent campus. "
The website provides inforwhen applying for
mation on graduate assistantjobs on campus.
-Sara Aibar, ships, job searching, intemHowever, she has
international student ships, and rest.me writing for
not experienced the
oth local and international
competition herself.
student seeking on campus employWalker said that international stument.
dents and tudents who are U.S. citizens
Walker said ·he ad i ·e tudents to
apply for the same jobs.
take advantage of the career services
There are not a certain number
that Wright State ha to offer.
reserved for international students,

I
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Boil water
advisory
issued
Nikki Ferrell
Ferrell.8@vvright.edu

Problem · with scheduled maint nancl.: on the waler ·y tern in Millett, Fav. c lt, the i rary and its
annex caused a boil advi ory in effect
for . cv ral buildings on campu the
first week of spring quarter.
'ris Wadham, Manager of Plant
Operations and Maitenance aid the
original scheduled maintenance and
water shut-off caused several
"unforeseen problems" and that the
water to facilities that were not being
worked on were also affected.
In addition to those listed above,
the boil advisory wa posted in Rike
Hall, Allyn Hall, University Hall,
Student Union; Russ Engineering
Center, Joshi Center, Hamilton Hall
and the Fred White Health enter.
Wadham said that the boil advisory was only a precaution and lifted it
Tue~·day. March 26 after water samples were tested.
During a boil advi ory, water can
be used to wash but must be boiled
before it is consumed.

E'
That's why we're serving naturally raised chicken.
In fact, the chicken and pork we serve in Dayton
are free of antibiotics and added growth hormones,
fed a vegetarian diet and raised humanely.
We think meat raised this way, naturally, tastes better.
Serving naturally raised chicken is another step in our
ongoing Food With Integrity journey - bringing you
the best ingredients from the best sources.

- SERVIN& NATURALLY RAISED CHICKEN IN DAYTON-
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Student Government vice president
cites a "successful year" so far
Phil Estes
Estes.6@'Might.edu

"The Magic Bus" shuttle service for
taking students from campus to place.
s varied a· th Fairfield ommon.
mall and King's I 'land, a sustainability
e p energy
propo "11 with th aim t
co ts down, and a new par in study
m ju I a fow o I the scv rat · ·compl i hmcnts ad1icv d by tudcnt Government so far this year.
Recycling and the ustain bility propo al have been student government's
big focuse so far. SG has worked with
the Recycling Club and Wright State
Environmental Services to establish
recycling can in nearly every classroom.
The ustainability proposal is an
energy aving program that, according
to vice pre ident Ed Gemin, could
.. save a lot of money and keep the cost
of tuition down for students.,.,

The pr posal offers imple en rgy
·aving . olutions (i.e. replacing incandescent with translucent light bulbs
around campus, making m dificati ns
to vending machines that run 24/7)
similar to ..green campu ' campaigns at
school · uch as TufTs nivcr ity, Medford Univcr~ity and I larvard, wh ·r it
has s. vcd the univcr. ity over I million . in c 2000.
'"Th Magic Bus" shuttle crvice
started in th fall with the aim of helping tud nt venture off campus.
The ervicc provide transportation
to Wright State basketball games, Fairfield Commons Mall, popular hang outs
like BW3s, and to Regal Cinemas for
UAB-sponsored creenings and events.
"We had 384 riders in the fall, and
about 645 in the winter, a big increase,••
says Gemin. The service also provided
run to King• Island and to com mazes
and haunted house around Halloween.

SG also heavily promoted Wright
tate ba ketbalt and e ·tabli hed the
fir t ever tudent section at Nutter Center.
tudent Government also conducted
a parkin 1 • tudy wint r quarter that has
b en ·uhmittcd to the fat;ulty senate,
with th senate c ·p--ctcd lo mak a
d ision on th study by the second
we k of pring quart ·r.
S has also begun working with the
Beavercreek Bike Path Committee
regarding the previ usly reported bike
path and bridge connecting Wright
State, Fairborn and Beavercreek.
There have also been things that
haven't been accomplished. Gemin
cited an attempt to establish a community center in Hamilton Halt and an SG
rep for students with disabilities as
plans that didn't pan out.
Overall, he said, "I think (we) have
had a successful year."

Find out more
about Student
Government's
work for energy
conservation at
WSU in next
week's issue of
The Guardian .

FALL 2006 Achievelllents
l'he Mapc Bus i a shuttle service that takes W U students from campus to
exciting de. tination locations on weekends such as haunted com mazes.
King'~ I land Fairfield Commons, etc. Fall Ridership 384.
The SG LED Sign is a free and highly effective adverti ement medium for student organization and pos ibly a way to rai e money for scholarships in the
future.
r
n
tu
ha rcvc led that at time. ev n Lot 4 · compJ tdy fu.l having tudents to park in ither L t 20 r tht: utter ntcr. What . worse 1
that at no timt: vere there any le th n 5 J pen faculty/ taff :pa e a portion f which "' now know may b\; ·afcly conv rt d to . tudent space
i i an organization of tudc.:nt go emmen from around Oh1 th4t
'h · n ·
advocate for increased state upport of higher ed cation. WSU has reregistered 1 J7 new voters and informed hundred of dents about the importance of voting.
Recycline ha flourL hed a ro the entire campus with the introduction f plastic recycling can in nearly every cJa~sro m due to th fantast1 w rk f
W
Envir nmcntal rvice. , the great fforts of the Recychng Club and
G leadership. This is just the start! Keep your eyes open for continued
expansion of the recycling program both on eampus and in the residential

area.

tu.e
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WOODM AN PARK APARTM ENTS
MAPLE VIEW APARTM ENTS
MEADO WRUN APARTM ENTS
YORKTO WN COLONY APARTM ENTS
2-DAYS ONLY
MA:RCH 29-30
JOIN US FOR FOOD,, FUN
AND SAVINGS
BEAT THE RUSH,,
GET ON OUR FALL.
WAITING LIST NOW
ND LOCK IN OUR
H T DEALS! !
.

MEAD OWRU N-429- 0891.
MAPLE VIEW -878-3 973 · ·
YORKTO WN COLO NY-25 2-2336
WOODM AN PARK -254-6 123
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Back to school ...

Editorial
The man
behind the
team
At th b ginning f the cas n
Wright tat 's m n' basketball
team wa' proj ctcd lo gel fifth
plac in th Horizon Lea uc
standing. Instc' d th .. y won the
H rizon L ague hampion hip
and tournament due mostly to the
fact of head coach Brad
Brownell.
After inheriting a team that
was 16-18 last season Brownell
wa able to lead the Raider to a
23-10 record overall and give the
team their fir t NCAA tournament bid since 1993.
At UNC-Wilmington,
Brownell was known as a big
man coach. But WSU was anything but a big team this season.
The Raider were one of the
shortest teams in the league and
yet he adjusted his coaching tyle
and found a way to win.
On top of that he did it all with
new talent. Sure, the Raiders
returned 'tarter DaShaun Wood,
Drew Bur1e on and Jordan
Pl iman from la t sea on, but
they were , 11 new to Browl)ell.
I le had never cv n talked to any
f th m prior in arriving at
Wright late let alone coached
them.
He also found talent in places
where not many people were
looking. At the beginning of the
sea 'On fre 'hman Todd Br wn
didn't ·ee much playing time and
wa even con ·idering transferring. Then in the second half of
the season it was Brown who
stepped up and became a starter.
But most importantly he put
students back in the seats at the
Nutter Center.
Whether it was a home game,
a tournament in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, or the NCAA tournament game in Buffalo, New York
there were students there to root
on their school's basketball team.
When Brownell found out student had waited for five hour·
just to ensure that they would
have a seat for the tournament
championship game Brownell
showed his gratitude by bring in
10 dozen doughnuts for the students.
And it's a sure thing that students will show their gratitude to
Brownell for that he has done as
long as he is the head coach at
Wright State.

Letters to the Editor
11111 C1•m1111r1:

I don't
scream for

the sports
mainstrea m
Ryan Hehr
Hehr.3@.Nright.edu

I've been a sport fan for as long as
I can remember, but the one thing that
disappoints me is how many people
overlook the best games in sports
because the two mainstream teams
weren't playing.
Saturday's NCAA Division.II basketball championship between Barton
College and Winona is a perfect example of thi .
With 45 seconds left to play Barton
was down 74-67 and the game looked
to be all but over. That was until
Anthony Atkinson single handedly
scored 10 points for Barton, including
the game winning lay-up with 0.2 seconds left to win Barton College their
first championship.
It was quit possibly the best basketball game I have ever seen and it definitely has been better than any of the
games played in the Division I tournament. Yet hardly anyone knows the

game even took place.
Why is that?
Well E P only had a little highlight ab ut th game on ports enter
and the finish wasn't vcn in the top
two of the week' top plays. At the
ame time though there were tons of
highlight and analy is on games
where top named teams played.
I don't know if UNC, Florida, and
Ohio State arc paying off sports channel to only how their highlights and
talk about their teams but thi is
pathetic.
People are missing out on some of
the best games sports have to offer and
they don't even know it because sports
media isn't even telling people that
these games are taking place.
Don't get me wrong, I love mainstream sports and all the excitement
they have to offer, but it's not the only
excitement out there in the world of
sports. The excitement is everywhere
whether people know it or not.

WSU'ssnow
removal a joke
Krista Stewart
Stewart.l28@wright.edu

During the accumulative amount of
snow that fell over Dayton in February,
Wright State University had to make
some adjustments.
The campus was forced to close due

to the inclement weather.
However. when the tudcnt'
returned t campus thing w ren 't
exactly functionabl .
I park in the Wood and my car was
surrounded by mound of plowed
now. After an hour and a half of
shoveling and frustration, I found my
way out.
However when I returned to college
and then tried to travel home on Friday, I found my. elf tuck in the parking lot becau e campu service had
not removed the remaining snow.
Nevertheless, I had to get myself out
once again because there was no one
around plowing parking spaces when
people left. According to my friends,
Lots 4 and 6 were not the best places
to park in either.
Following the snow, ice· took affect.
The snow which already made travel
difficult was worsened by the ice.
I thought that salt should have been
put down often to help with the ice.
I even had to rethink my option to
park in the lot closer to my donn
because my car wheels spun due to the
ice accumulation and no traction.
I know that Wright State University
did have people out on the job but I
thought it could have been done more
efficiently for the sake of the students
and faculty.
I honestly feel that the roads back in
my home town are better taken care of
than our college facility!
This is just some information for
WSU to consider for the futue!
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What is newswo rthy isn't always worfhy
II Focus on what is
truly important, not
the junk that seems
important
Joe Sack
·ght.edu
sack.2

''Ar you going t do it for Darfur?"
"What is Darfur?" ''Where i · it?" The e
are the questions I got from my neighbor last week when I told them I wanted to put on a benefit concert. They did
not know anything about the wor t
human atrocity happening right now.
Ju tin ca e you don't know anything
about Darfur let me school you.
Darfur is a region in western Sudan.
Sudan is on the eastern coa t of Africa.
The 41,236,378 people living in Sudan
are mostly Sunni Muslim. Forty percent
of the people living in Sudan live

below the poverty line.
The conflict in Darfur started in
2003 when the Sudanese government
began to target two rebel group in
Darfur. udane e army regulars and the
government backed Janjaweed militia
targeting the
civilian population. from
which the n:b ls
draw their ·upport. The e ·timatcd d ath toll
reaches beyond
400 000, and the
number of displaced person
is more than 2
million.
The nomadic
Janjaweed routinely use tarvation and rape as tools to break people's spirits and bodies. The Sudanese
government has made a habit of ignoring U.N. mandates and demands that

Writer showed a
serious lack of respect
Bev Retz
Retz.2@vvright.edu

I am writing this letter because I am
apppalled at the comment made in this
weeks' Guardian about those who are
complaining about parking can "shut
the hell up."
It is no my tery that parking at
W U i a problem. An even bigger
problem is those drivers that are irresponsiblly, wrecklessly, flying around
the parking lots to get a parking spot.
It is dangerous and someone is
going to get hurt, it's a crying shame
that individuals are so incredibly rude
and irresponsible. It's also a shame that
· on a regular basis there are many
empty parking spots in teachers lots,
while the students are fightitng to park.
I however am appalled at the comment made in the Guardian because it
is also NO mystery that WSU is a
commuter school. Logic •would tell a
person that Tuesday night, the beginning of the week, is likely to be a work
night for many students.

"Commuter School" Again, logic
should imply that we do not all live on
campu and our evening arc extr
emely bu y... especially Monday
through Friday for tho e in the work
force.
We do not all get the privelage and
luxary of ''just" going to school. For
some of us, we need to survive and
upport ourselves, and possibly a family as well.
Yes ..... we all saw the signs on cam:.
pus, but there might have been a better
turn out for this meeting had it been
planned at a more accomodating time
for commuters who do not live near
campus or have jobs.
I would be willing to bet this
accounts for a large population at
WSU. Calling off work is not a very
responsible thing to do and don't we
want WSU students to be responsible?
The individual who wrote this article
should apologize.
I am outraged that the comment was
allowed to be printed in the paper, freedom of speech or not....there is a little
thing called "respect."

Sudan disarm the militias it backs. I
dare say that if this ort of atrocity were
happening in a predominantly white
country then action would have been
taken a long time ago. To learn more
about Darfur go to avedarfur.org or
just Google Darfur.
My point is thi ·: pay
attention to the world
around you and rcaliz~
there is a lot of upcrficial crap in this world.
La t year more pc plc
voted for American Idol
than any American pre ident has ever received
in a general election. It
shows how catastrophically wrong ~mr priorities are.
Seriously we have
some of the most corrupt, deceiving, despicable world leaders in recent history and all we can
think about is the next washed-up
wanna-be rock star. What would the

founding fathers of our country say
about our actions? I doubt most of us
would even care. Steven Colbert or Jon
Stewart could spin what ol' George
would say until everyone mi ed the
.
point.
We live in a nation of the celebrity
news story. Pari Hilton and Britney
Spears attract more attention in one day
then the worst actocitics get in a year. ·
What i trnclly . ad is that people in this
country not only accept celebrities
antic · as news stories but perfectly
acceptable as well. Mel Gib on competing with Hitler to see who is the
most anti-Jewish is unacceptable.
Britney Spears running around in
public flashing her crotch is unacceptable. but how do we reward celebrities?
Gibson's new movie was a blockbuster
and fans everywhere are pulling for
Britney's "return."
In the end my benefit concert is
going to be for Darfur, but I wonder if
the people there really know what their
money is being spent on.

Pie Polls!!!
42 people voted in this week's poll
Pie Poll question of the week:
What do you buy to enhance your appearance ?
50%
Clothes

17%
Cosmetics

12%
Tanning Time

7%
Perfume/Cologne

Plastic Surgery 2%

12%

I Buv Friends

Go online and vote on
next week's question:
What makes you mad?
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YR. HSU
2007

Zack Fehnnan/The Guardian

hove: 11wmas l/aUer, biomedical e11gi11eeri11g major. aim 'for a touch down at tJi£4,· year
M1: WSU
Left: Though he didn ~ wi11 d1e title, Doug Jfaitz cri111il1a/justice major. shows dtat he~· stiU
a champion ;,, "Rtx:ky ., style.

Nicole DeVendra
devendra.2@vvright.edu

lthough ome of Wright State's
finest men vied for the coveted
title. in the end there could only
be one winner. Lauren Johnson, sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma was this
year' Mr. WSU.
Competition was intcn c, as fourteen
men competed in categories including
sportswear. talent, formalwear, and
interview. Talents ranged widely and
some contestants chose to showcase
their dancing skills while others sang
and played guitar. Pageant winner Lauren Johnson, an economics major with
a minor in philosophy, chose to step
with his fraternity brothers, to the loud
applause of the audience.
"As a first time attendee, I loved the
enthusiasm of the crowd, participants,
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opportunity to show off my terrific talents, or lack there of. I did have second thoughts of competing. It wasn't
until I found out what the money and
proceeds were going towards that I
became eager," said Peters.
"I am so happy with our tum out!
We had over 200 guests in attendance
and we raised almost $1200 through
our ticket sales and T.he Blue Man
Group Raffle ticket . This 2007 Mr.
WSU was a huge succes for Delta
Zeta, it has definitely been the best one
we have ever coordinated and raised
the most money with," said event ohairperson Brittany Brewer.
Fifth place winner Wilson, who is
currently undecided, offered advice for
next year's Mr. WSU hopefuls. "Bring
your 'A' game, because I'm corning
back to win it!"

really thought I wa going to win until
the last part of the pageant when I was
still there," said Johnson.
The Silverbabes dance team entertained the crowd between event . The
dancers, which include many Raiders
and Raider Greeks, dance at the Silverback indoor football games.
Judges for the event included last
year'~ champion, David Percy as well
a several members of the Wright State
faculty and staff.
The Mr. WSU pageant, held on
March 9, is the Delta Zeta sorority's
major philanthropy project. All money
raised benefited the Delta Zeta Foundation, which supports the hearing
impaired through several organizations.
Second place winner Peters, an organizational leadership major with a
minor in English, was proud to help
further the Delta Zeta's charitable
efforts. "I thought that it was a great

and ho tes e . The talent portion was
my favorite - especially the step dancing of the eventual winner. A a fellow Lauren, I was happy to see him
win,'' aid history major Lauren Cuff.
Contestants were eliminated after
each round, until five contestants
remained for the interview round.
The e finalists included the winner,
Johnson, ·ccond place, Doug Peters,
third place, Drew tatt fourth place,
Chris Brown, and fifth place Reston
Wilson. Interview questions focused on
college life and Wright State specifically, with thought-provoking topics such
as "How would you promote school
spirit at Wright State?"
As Mr. WSU 2007, Johnson received
half a quarter's tuition, donated by Student Affairs and Enrollment Services.
"It feels great to be Mr. WSU. I am
very happy and proud to be a sort of
representative of the campus. I never
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SMOKE JUST TWO
CIGARETTES A WEEK,

AND YOU HAVE A 50%
CHANCE OF SHOWING

SIGNS OF ADDICTION.
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Chelsey Levingston
levingston.2 wright.edu

anity i common among a
population consumed with
image and fed by ociety
and environment. It' apparent in
college students who worry too
much about their looks.
There's a difference between
vanity, thinking you're better than
others and confidence, giving credit to other people, according to
therapi t Jeanene Robinson at
Wright State's Counseling and
Wellness Services.
.. Vain people often degrade others, and refuse advice and help
because they think they know
what' best,'' aid Robinson.
"You don't have to put others
down in order to feel good about
your elf' Robinson added.
tudents agree vanity can be
bad. ' I think if you rely on your
vanity for confidence. then it isn't
real confidence becau e confidence
is ju. t omething you have and
who you ar not what the mirror
ay ' aid junior Josh Dean, an art

Don rt be vain ..
major.
too many p pie conTh oppo it of vanity i humili'Th r
e m d ith the way th y look and
ty. For vain people humility i a
d with proc s .
ome all ob
then th y
"First they have to realize that
the who' who and being the best
they re in that position. Then once
and being the best looking and it
turns into an obsession and it's
that awareness is th re have that
upport ith people that can
vanity. s fair you know, who can
look the best - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --rP-mind you when
and be e
"Vain people often degrade you're kind of
going out of
thinnes " said
others, and refuse advice
senior Aaron
bounds or going
over the top with
they
e
Perry an athlet- and help becau
your thoughts. It's
ic training
kind of hard to do
what'
know
they
think
major.
it on your own,
Vanity can
.but a lot of times,
best. "
cause other
the people that
•
people to
-Jeanene Robin. on7 therapist at you love and trust
become distant
W.. U Coun elmg and Witlln_es can remind you of
and resentful
services
said Robin on. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -what you want to
be and want you want to put out,"
"Some people are kind of raisecr
said Robinson.
that way. To try to help people feel
Despite its difficulty it's agreed
maybe
good about themselves
that humility is better. I think if
ome parents kind of slight their
people were more humble everykids' mind of them being the best,
one would be nicer to each other. I
them.
for
everything
do
trying to
know mo t of my friend we
So maybe it taught. I don't think
alway joke around about being
you 're nece sarily born that way '
better than the other per on you
added.
Robin on

1. Before going anywhere,

3. When you enter a room

5.

you ...
{a) make sure you have
everything you need
(b) don't leave the house
without looking like "hot
(c)stuff" for the public
just go!

full of people, you •••
you bring
(a)make s
your manners with you
(b).want all eyes to be on
you
(c)mingle and have fun

If you answered mostly:

4. Instead of paying atten2.

Walking down the street,
you .•.
{a)look to see where you
are going
(b)check out your refteo;.
tion in the store window
)go wherever the wind
takes you

tion In class, you think
about...
(a) only paying attention in
class
(b)if anyone notices your
brand new shoes
[c othirig - your mind
rts tao much

the entire er· es

ad
.
I

joking
know what I mean, j
aro nd but everybody' p tty
Jmmble in th ir own Tight, th y'r
not outright aying that they're the
and when everybody' humb
bl , they're more accepting of
oth r people ' said Perry.
"I think it's really good to be
humble and I think it's so much,
looking back on things, things that
I don t get,q-edit for, or I stand
back and watch things that I had
my hand in and don't necessarily
get credit for, "t's so much more
fun to see som thing succes fut or
when you get to speak into someone's life or something, (even
though) they may never say thank
you," said senior Dan Sundersingh,
an engineering major.
Little everyday sins can become
habits to the point they no longer
ccording to English
feel like in
as Benton, who catprofe or
e considered everyegorized
Sev n Deadly
day sins in
based on his
Sins, a rer
dents'
ob erva ·o
humilhav·o

It's all about •..
{o)getting hings done
right
(b)met
(c)who cares

orw
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proper, that's
~s - Prim
Whotyou are. Everything has
to gcraccorqi ng ta the plan.
B's - In the words of Carly
Simon: "You're so vain. I bet
you think this ·s g is about
you."
C's - Laid back and relaxed,
the type that just
ith the flow.
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The Guardi an Hiring for 2007-2 008
Positions Available for 2007-2008 :
Editor-ln-C ·ef

d Grap ·c Manager

wr·ter

Graphic Ar . ts

p otograp er

E

Ad

Ad Reps

. or

arketin

Manager

anager

pply for Spr·ng Quarter at 014 Student Union

,...,or_._,
Download an application online at
wwwA TheGuardianO nline.com

FOR MORE INFO ON THIS EXCITING, PAID SUMMER OPPORTUNITY, STOP BY THE ARMY ROTC OFFICE AT 328 fAWCETI HALL, CALL 775-2763 OR VISIT WWW.WRIGHT.EDU/ACADEMlCS/ARMYROTC
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Chelsey Levingston
I vingston.2 a 'ght.edu

ov r l ain thnt you lo kcd a certain
way, :om times tho. e th ughts 1 t
tuck in
ur h ad ' nd you start b Ii vhil
nc c trcml.: f stud nt
ing that they ar true , nd thl:y re lhl:
bcha i r i: anity, other stuonly way to think. Then , omctimc
dent have a pr blcm with
that' supp rtcd by maybe wh· t y u
body image that can lead to disorder
· e in th magazine or on television,
like anorexia and i oft n cau d by the so ifs all about you know, thought
objectification of underweight women.
proce " aid Robinson.
What the media frequently portrays
Body image isn't ju t a problem for
a healthy L inconsistent with what
women although. students think it
medical doct r con ider h althy,
affect women more than men.
according to thcrapi. t Jeanene Robin"Mo t men don't care. Women care
on of Coun cling and Wellnc St.::ra lot more about them clve. than men
vices.
do," aid fre hman Shane McMahon, a
Poor body image can have an affect
business finance major.
both ocially and mentally and is evi"I think guys worry about it too.
dent by trange behavior. "They try to
There's more of an emphasi on a girl
hide. They might hide
has to have a certain
wit? their clothing,
"Society puts it in our
figure, has to be a
they might hide by
l
certain way, comnot wanting to ocialteads that the way to be is pared to a guy. I
ize, not wanting to be the supermodel skinny
think you see more of
involved,'' aid
it, more magazines
Robin on.
and that's the image it
have girl on the cov.. Society puts it in
·
er "said Wolfe.
our head that the
portrays. So people worry,
If omeone ha a
way to be is the
saying 'Oh, J don't fit in
body image problem,
upcrmodel kinny
they need the :upport
and that' th image it that, . o what am I?'"
of others, according
portray . o people
t Robinson. "Help
worry, aying 'Oh, J
-Lauren Wolfe, junior, the per on to identify
don't fit in that, so
international tudies major where they got that
what am IT" said junior Lauren Wolfe,
idea from. Question
an int mational studies major.
if it's accurate. If it's a rational per on
"'I think ome of it is that if sort of
that ifs coming from, the rea ons why
rubbed in their face from everybody
they actually got tho c initial perspcccl e and if the re ·t of the world didn't
tivc' and then sometimes people won't
make uch a huge deal about body
ay those things about other people that
image then there wouldn't be so much
ar actually the same ize a' them. 'Do
pressure to look a certain way or to be
you think this person is unattractive?'
certain size or to be all huge and buff
'Oh no, she's pretty,' you know, but
like the guy are suppo ed to be, like
they have a hard problem saying that
they ay they 're supposed to be, the
about themselves. Sometimes informstandard would be more healthy than
ing them about what is actually the
how skinny you can be or how buff
healthy weight to be," she said.
you can get," aid junior Jason Seidler,
Treating the di tortion of body
an engineering major.
image is one of the treatment strategies
A distorted body image is not only
for anorexia, according to the National
caused by society and culture, but can
Institutes of Mental Health.
also be caused by family and friends.
''If you got told over and over and
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WSU students make kids feel like
"SUPER STARS" for the 'Neekend
Nicole DeVendra
devend a .2 a "ght.edu

c ting

ill b a ailablc fo r n n- wim-

era

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1-u ;· cordin to
0
1 p rcy R
A i pr Tlt r a1·e a lot of , e11ts
viding over 200
for the kids to do and they
. ong for karaoke,
aturday's
including favorites
really
seem
to
enjoy
the
events kick off with
like Daughtry, Jo Jo,
breakfa t and caracti•,ities. They also just like and High School
toon . In the afterMusical.
spending the weekend at
noon, tudents and
Although the
ib are invited to
event
is sponsored
WSU. They think it" great
watch the Wright
by RCA, commuters
tate ba eball team to live like a college stuare welcome to
take on Wisconsin.
attend, according to
dent."
The event include
Gepfrey. Forms are
a cookout, and an
available at the RCA
-Alana Albers, accounting major website or the Office
opportunity to collect players' auto- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - o f Residence Sergraphs.
vices.
Also on Saturday, attendees will be
Sibs staying with residential students
invited to tackle campus's low ropes
will be expected to follow all commucourse. A pizza party will be held in
nity rule , such as quiet hours.
Forest Lane, and a Dive-In showing of
'The weekend is going to be a lot of
Car will be held in the Union pool.
fun. It's good to hang out with your
1

·1 h e cnt hope to promote bonding between siblings and go d cl an
fun " said event chairperson Ben
Gepfrcy, R A Director of Social and
Recreational Programming.
"In the pa t the event has been aiming for eight and nine year old . Coll ge tudents u ually have middle and
high chool age siblings, o we added
activities for older kid ," Gepfrey continued.
Thi year's theme is Superstar.
"Everyone who attends can be a star
and do the things that celebrities do,"
said Gepfrey.
Events on Friday include a Backstage Party which will la t throughout
the evenings, and includes snacks,
drinks, games, and crafts.
The Wright State Promotional Tour

ibling and h w th m what co H ge
life i · really like, · aid 1c pfr y.
" J am attending ib · w kcnd
b aus I am v >lunt rin ~ t h lp ut
with som f th adi iti . inc'-= l
don t ha ' an il lin , J ar 1 1 nin
h Ip oth r fclJo · tud nt ha c fun
with their iblings.'
•Sib weekend this year Sl:Cll1 · to be
much bdtcr than it ha, been in the past.
With the ·super tar' theme, it seems
interesting instead of dull. Who doe n 't
want to be a super tar? I am looking
forward to the event; we have many
activities planned for all ages, majority
of them that I would like to do my elf1
It should be a fun time, and I hope to
ee a bunch of Wright Stater out with
their sibs," said organizational leadership major Abby Timon.
Accountancy major Alana Alber is
planning on attending with her fourth
and fifth grade brothers. "There are a
lot of events for the kids to do and they
really seem to enjoy the activities. They
also just like spending the weekend at
WSU. They think it's great to live like
a college student," said Albers.

cholarships, leadership training, and graduate from college debt free. For more information contact
LTC Chuck Arneson , Wri ht State Arm ROTC , 937-775- 3841 or visit www.wri ht.edu/academics/arm rote
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Th e ski n ny on
an ore xia

Find out more
about eating
disorders
pages
'

Chelsey Levingston
I vingston.2 a 'ght.edu

ft:

college students
said one.in
hav-- an catmg disorder, but few
·tudenls here eek help, according
to Wendy McGonigal Director of Student Health Services, who also said
severe anorexics can't function well
enough to attend college.
Anorexia, one type of eating disorder, is a result of not eating enough. It
can damage the liver and kidneys and
eventually cau e death. When combined with vomiting, tooth erosion can
occur and in sever~ cases, anorexia can
affect brain activity, according to
McGonigal.
"Mostly it's an electrolyte imbalance, that's your sodium potassium,
your glucose. There are very narrow
regions that the body can be in. If
tho e regions get out of. balance there's
severe damage done to the organ system and can cau e permanent, horrific
damage to your body," said McGonigal.
Primarily affecting women, but men
as well, the eating di order is thought
to b caused mainly by culture.
''A lot of it's got to do 1th media.
It's been so ingrained in our society
that women should be kinny and perfect and all of that, it would take a lot
of work to make the media change and
make therefore our views change as
well," said enior Heather Kolano, a
computer science major.
.. Advertising," said freshman Brad
Shaw, an engineering major. '"A lot of

I

t'

...................•• .....•....
...

.

advertising portrays women and men
with having the p rfcct bodies and
being skinny and c crything and if
you're not. kinny, you don't ha c the
perfect body, th n that's portrayed as
lower than people with good figures."
Anorexia can also be caused by
teasing from friends and family. People
with anorexia have a poor body image
because of the combination of societal,

"A lot of it's got to do with
media. It's been so
ingrained in our: society that
women should be skinny
and perfect and all of that,
it would take a lot of work
to make the media change
a11d make therefore our
views change as well.,,
.. Heather Kolano, senior,
computer science major
peer and family pre sures, making
these people fe I eating i · the only
thing they can control, according to
McGonigal.
"This is a gal who does very well in
school, or a guy who does very, very
well in school. So the family unit is
usually pretty good, unlike bulimia.
Tho e are usually broken families, the
family stmcture is not so good, but
that's not true with anorexics.

"It's usually high achic crs, competitive (ones), that kind of thing, wh
end up being anorexic. hcy'rc stri ing
f r p rfocti n but th ir p ~rfcction is
misguided b cause they don't sec
themselvc a everybody els do ,"
added McGonigal.
Considered psychological, anorexia
is often treated in a center that must
not only break poor heating habits, but
also change poor body images.
"Eventually that's what's going to
do it. Getting them to realize that the
way they see their body is wrong. It's
not easy," said McGonigal.
Healthy eating habits and attitudes
in the home can prevent an eating disorder.
"There's skinny and then
there's skinny where
you' re like skin and
bones and that's not
healthy either. I mean
you don't want to be
3 00 pounds because f
\
that's not healthy
either, but there's a
balance and you have
to find it and if your
body doc. n 't want to be
under a 100 pounds or whatever your target weight i ,
then you can't force it to
change," said Kolano.
Anyone in need can seek
help at The Center for Couneling and Wellness locat- CS~~~
ed on the second floor of et.
thi.; Fred White Health
Center.

-················· ·················· ·······.
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"The Number
23" gives
e ough reasons
wh the movie
is worth to see
OUT OF FOYE

STARS~

DD
Photo courtesy of W'Ww.salon.com
Above: Jun Carr~ who plays Walter Sparrows, takes a tum away from comedy and digs deep inw his latest
role "The Number 23."

Chelsey Levingston
levingston.2@wright.edu

im Carrey plays his most serious
part thus far in the movie "The
Number 23," currently in theaters.
The title is inspired by the movie's
main intrigue, an obsession with the
number 23.
Twenty-three often represents dates,
the sum or is the figure when considering the numerical importance of different events and places, with coincidences so eerie that even Carrey can't
make a joke about it.
Related to major events like Hiroshima (8/15=8+ 15), when the Titanic sank
and Shakespeare's birth and death
(April 23), the number also consumes
Carrey's character after he begins reading a book that mimics his own life and

J

whose characters are cursed by 23 . Carrey's character then relates the number
to his birthday (2/3), when he met his
wife, his address, his character's name
and more.
Written by Fernley Phillips and
directed by Joel Schumaker (Phantom
of the Opera), "The Number 23" is a
suspenseful drama until the mystery
unravels into an unforeseeable and •
somewhat unsatisfying conclusion.
At first you're making your own calculations, tymg to decide if the number
has relevance in your life, but by the
time you leave the theater, you no
longer care about the number conspiracy because the movie itself has abandoned that idea by the end.
The film begins with Carrey playing
Walter Sparrow, a dogcatcher married
to Agatha Sparrow, played by Virginia

Madsen ("Sideways"). She buys a book
called "The Number 23," on his 32
birthday that he reads and soon
becomes infatuated with because he not
only feels like the story is based on his
own life events, but he buys into the
number's significance.
His determination to find the book's
author turns into a murder mystery that
ventures into the mysteries of Sparrow's own past. His· wife and his son
Robin, played by Logan Lerman ("The
Butterfly Effect"), are included in the
journey as Robin believes his dad and
Agatha is convinced of the book's
absurdity that a number has any power.
Throughout the film, Carrey proves
yet again the depths he's capable of as
.an actor and not just a comedian. As his
character reads, Carrey also plays the
detective Fingerling, the book's main

character, whose world is a dark combination of death, sex and lies. It is Carrey's acting that eases the transitions
between the two fictitious worlds that
tell the film's story.
The movie loses its momentum at
the end, which cannot be blamed on the
actors and actresses, but the script.
While the ending is adrriittedly just, it
is perhaps the conclusive righteousness
that is almost disappointing. Until then,
you're wrapped up in the excitement of
the unknown that it first achieves.
"The Number 23" is at least worth
seeing. It depicts human behavior at its
worst in response to trauma and in the
search for meaning, a role Carrey also
depicted in "Eternal Sunshine of the
.Spotless Mind." According to the
movie's tagline, "The truth will find
you."
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SU leaves big dance early

Senior guard DaSJuam Wood drives pastAJ Graves in the Horizon League Championship game. Wood had 13points in Wright States 79-58 loss to Pitt in the opening round ofdie NCAA Toumament. The game marked thefirst time in 14 years "Wright Stale has been to the NCAA Tournament.

Ryan Hehr
Hehr.3@'Nl'ight.edu

Wright State brought out their dancing shoes for the first time in 14 years,
but unfortunately it was only for one
night.
The Raiders took on Pitt in the opening round of the NCAA Tournament on
March 16 and were defeated 79-58. But
the simple fact that the team was there
was amazing in itself.
WSU was projected to finish in fifth
place in the Horizon League in the preseason polls and they ended up winning
the league. They were then supposed to
lose to Butler in the league tournament,
but that didn't happen either.
In other words, this was a team that

w

w

wasn't supposed to do anything and it
did everything:
"The success that we had this season
was really big," said head coach Brad
Brownell. "The exposure that our
school received, you just can't put a
price tag on that. The more you get
your name out there and make it visible
with exposure like that, I think it's
good for everybody."
Time and time again the name
"Wright State" was flashed up on
ESPN as analysts made their predictions for games and kept mentioning
the school. Then on the day of the
game DaShaun Wood made the front
page of the sports section in USA
Today in an article about key players
for low ranked teams.

w.

the

So what does all this exposure mean
for Wright State next season?
One of the big things it means is that
recruiting could be a whole lot easier in
the future. While at the beginning of
the season Brownell said he was selling
hope and past success at UNC-Wilmington to recruits, he now has the success here to sell. But not all his problems have been solved yet,
"One NCAA tournament birth doesn't solve all your ills," Brownell said.
"I'm optimistic, but I'm also realistic
about the fact that one good season
doesn't mean all the best players are
going to be lining up to go to Wright
State."
There will be a lot of illnesses to
cure for next season in terms of replac-

guardian

on

1

in

ing players. The team is losing four
seniors from this year's squad, which
includes guard DaShuan Wood. Wood ·
won top honors in nearly every category he could this season including the
Horizon League Player of the Year.
With out Wood the team wouldn't
have had the success they had this season. But they wouldn't have had it with
out Brownell either_and even he was
skeptical about the teams success at the
beginning of the season.
"I expected us to have a successful
season. Did I know that that would lead
to the NCAA? No. But I knew we had
a chance."
The Raider certainly took advantage
of that chance this season.
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Softball defeats UD twice
Ryan Hehr
Hetv.3@-..vright.edu

It was an up and down week for
Wright States softball team as they
took both game of a d uble-hcader
against th Univer ity of Dayton and
made to the champion hip gam of the
Nis an Invitational.
In the two 1am s a >ainst UD the
Raiders won a clos first am and an
ca ·y sec nd gam , 4~2 and 9-5.
In game on the Raider to k an
early 1-0 lead in th first and then
exploded for three run in the third.
Wright State's scoring in the third was
capped off by Allison Cox, who scored
on a dropped ball by the Flyer's right
fielder.
Jamie Perkins (3-4) earned the win
as she gave up five hits and one earned
run in over five innings of work.
In the second game Wright State put
Cox on the mound to start and she
pitched almost flawlessly in four
innings of work. Cox gave up just one
run and two hits before handing the
ball over to Perkins in the fifth.
In the meantii:ne Wright State gave
both their pitchers plenty of run support. Both Kristen Bradshaw and Mary
Jane D' Arey hit a solo homerun while
Perkins was 2-2 from the plate with
two walks.
"It's just kind•of an inner city rivalry," aid head coach Mike Larabee ... It
was nice to get a couple of wins."
Then the team traveled to Macon
Jcorgia to take pc rt in the Nissan open.
The women lost the opening three
games of the tournament but still qualified for the champion hip game by
defeating top ranked Winthrop on Saturday.
"(Winthrop) had really hammered u
when we played them earlier in the
year,'' said Larab e. "Then to comeback and beat them to get into the
championship game, it shows you
where our team is heading."
Winthrop had held their opponents
scoreless for 34 straight innings beading into the game, but that all went out
the window again t Wright State.
Right off the bat Wright State was
able to bring home Jharica Williams on
a double steal in the first. WSU then
scored three runs in the third on an RBI
single by Bradshaw and a two-nm
homerun by Perkins. The eventually
went on to win 7-2.
In the championship game again t
Harvard the offense was still there, but
it just wasn't enough a they were
defeated 5-4.
Wright State went doVfO 5-2 early
but WSU made a run for the lead in the
fifth. With the bases loaded Dana
Boehmer hit a single to center field to
score two runs before the end of the
inning. But that was all they brought in.
The Raiders are now 9-14 and have
surpassed last year's win total already
by two. WSU will start a five game
home stand on Wednesday against
IPFWat2pm.

Freshman Kristen Bradshaw goes for an easy fon:e out at second base against UD last TIU!Sda)4 Bradshaw wa.s 3-7from the pl.ate against UD
and had a homerun in the second part ofthe double-header against the Flyers.

Smart Students Don't Rent, They Ownl

Condominium Homes
from the low $1 OO's .

• Don't gamble for a new place to live every year

Please coll for directions and hours

or deal with a sublease

(937) 878-2474

• ·Don't throw away your money on rent,

FAIRBORN

• Sell your home when you graduate and use the

invest it in your future

One exit north of Beavercreek
On Trebein Rd., 1 mile south
of Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.
~

~

profft to start paying off your student loans!

www.myhillshome.com

*Payment $.488 band an 1al.. prie11 of $107,0.40. Finly<tor ..C.5%, ..cond yeor5 5%, yearsl-30 6.5%w1th 10% down, APR 7.23%.
C.rtoin reslT'iction1 may apply Rote subject to chong• ot any time. Muoi u•• Hills approved lender SH Hrlls Sales Consultant for detail• Expires 3/31/07
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Baseb all goes Wome n have
8-3 over break unluck y ending
Lee Mowen
Mowen.2@wright.edu

II Team maintains
second place in
Horizon League
standings
Lee M owen
Mowen.2@vvright.edu

The Wright State Raiders went 8-3
over the pa t few weeks, including
going 4-2 in league play.
Wright State began the eleven-game
tretch in Colorado Springs by sweeping Air Force in a four game series.
Garrett Holleran started game one
for the Raiders, giving up just four runs
on seven hits for his first victory of the
season, while the Green and Gold
often e helped out with 13 runs on 14
hits to win 13-3.
The Raider then took both games of
a doub le header again ·t the Falcons as
they won 4- 1 and 26-5. The 26 runs
tied Wright State 's record for most runs
in a game, which was set way back in
19 0 again t Capital ollege.
In the first game Erich Schanz threw
4 . 1 innings and gave up just nc nm to
give him his first win of the season.
Dan Barker then started the second
game and pitched 3 inning allowing
ju t three earned run. while striking out
three. Freshman Jordan Wolfe then
took over and recorded the win as he
pitched one scorele inning.
Offensively Wright State scored in
each inning of the conte t, including 11
runs in the third inning. John
Kopilchack got the rage started in the
second inning with a bunt single, and
scored on a failed pickoff attempt. Ross
Oeder fo llowed by being hit by a pitch
and stole second.
The series finale showed the Raiders
had no mercy for the Falcon . Kyle
Kearchcr kept the Air Force in check
by allowing just five hits and a run in
six innings. The Raiders kept the offensive machine running with nine runs
and sixteen h its.
In Bulldog Park in Indianapolis, the
Raiders didn't let up on the offense in
game one at Butler, booting the Bull-

dog 9- 1 in the opening game. Holleran
had another solid performance, lasting
7. 1 innings and a llowing one run on six
hits. Nate teven wa. credited with
the save.
Jn a double-header t close out the
away cries Wright tatc took one
game while Butler took the other. The
Bulldog's Brian Bokowy kept the
Raiders in check during the first game
as the Raiders scored just one run in
the 3-1 loss.
In the second game, Kearcher
allowed three runs and struck-out four.
.The Green and Gold won 11-5.
With one more opponent to tangle
with before the 2007 Home Opener, the
Raiders looked to make a statement
with Tennessee but couldn't do it. Neither the offense or defense came
through and the Raiders were defeated
16-4.
After what seemed like an endless
chain of road journeys, Wright State
finally got the home opener kicked off
with a double-header again t Cleveland
State this pa t Saturday.
The first game was a battle back and
forth, with the score being tied um:il the
·
top of the fifth inning when CSU
cored and never looked back.
The Vikings' Stephen Procncr
pitched a complete game holding WSU
to just two runs. The night game was
also a clo c one, a the Raiders won in
the final inning when Aaron Fields
scored on a Jeremy Hamilton single.
The rubber match between the two
teams went to WSU on Sunday in a 6-4
contest. Kearcher earned his fourth win
of the season as he went ix innings
and gave up four runs.
The offense got the job done by
chipping off four run , and six hits off
of Cleveland State starter Dylan Henry.
The other two runs came off of Brandon Hewitt, who replaced Henry in the
third.
Wright State, now I 0-7 overall and
4-2 in the league have a busy couple of
days as they play five games this up
coming week with four of them being
at home.
Sunday's game against Wilmington
is a make-up game from earlier in the
season when it was canceled do to bad
wheather.

T he fifth eed Wright State Lady
Raiders were defeated by UW-Milwaukee in the first round of the Horizon cagu Tournament by a score
of 83-7 in ovcrtim .
The rccn and Gold jumped out
to a 23-4 lead, but that didn't keep
the Panther' d wn. By the end of the
fir t half, the Panthers la hed the
lead down to five point as the
Raiders held a 37-32 advantage.
The second half saw UW-Milwaukee tie the score up with 17: 18 left to
go, but Brittney Whiteside delivered
a three to keep Wright State on top.
It wasn't too long after Whiteside 's
three that UWM's Jody Crumble
made a lay-up to capture the lead for
the Panthers.
UW-Milwaukee was then able to
extend their lead to eight but WSU
able to take it back with less
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than a mmute to go.
But with a two point lead and six
second. left on the clock it wa
another rumble basket that . ent the
game to overtime.
Wright State did not play in an
overtime game all eason long, while
Wi consin-Mi lwaukee was 0-l, with
an overtime los to La allc.
The score bounced back and forth
for the fir. t part of th overtime but
with under two minute to go the
Panthers outscored WSU 6-2 to hand
Wright State their final loss of the
season.
Coach Bridgett Williams must
now say goodbye to her three seniors: Stepb Comisar, Tyanna Hammock, and Brittney Whiteside.
The trio makes up most of Wright
State's top athlete on the team next
season will require a lot of people to
step up and take command of the
team.
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Brow n en wins over fans
Ryan Hehr
Hehr.3 a ·ght.edu

Brad Brownell may have I d Wright
, lah.: to their first N
ournamcnt in 12
year· but it may be his attitude tmvard hi
fan that i thi.; hi • '·r tory of hi. fir t yi.;ar
at W U.
ri 1 ht talc th fan
supp )Ii at m n b·1sk tball gam ha
gon through the roof. hey s Id ut the
utter enter both time. the team played
Butler at home this season and Br wnell
thanked th fans for their ·upport after
each gamc.
Also, when he found out their were students who had waited fi c hour, just to
en urc them elves a ·cat at the Horizon
League hampion hip gamc Brownell
went out and pur ha ·ed 10 dozen doughnuts to hand out to the Raider loving fans.
But that' just where the story begin .
As he wa handing out doughnut
Brownell came aero s a student in a wheelchair. Rather than ju t handing a doughnut
to the tudent' aid and mo ing on to the
next per on line Brownell did ·omething
not many people would do.
He topped and talked to the young
man.
'"I was just happy that that person was
there and wa excited about our team,". aid
Brownell. "It probably wa n't a. ea y for
that per on to get there a it was for e crybody else and I wanted to let him know
that I appreciated the c tra effort.'
Although the ·tudcnt was hard to und r. tand and the aid who wa with the studi.;nt
had to interpr t much of what he was aying. Brownell continued to ask questions.
He a kcd him what his name was, joked
about how unhealthy doughnut· were. and
thanked him for coming out to the game to
support the team. Ev n though it wa. just
an extra I 0 seconds out of his time it was a
heartwarming I 0 ~ cconds for all those
around.
Apparently he had just as big of an
impact on the fans at UNC-Wilmington as
well. There were alumni who came up to
Wright State to watch Brownell coach and
they even flew to Buffalo to watch the
team in the NCAA Tournament.
"We befriended Brad when he first came
to Wilmington and it's just taken off from
there," said one of the Wilmington fans in
Buffalo. '"Whenever Wilmington was on
the road and we saw Wright State was
playing at home we went up to Dayton just
to sec Brad and his team."
To Brownell, those people arc more than
ju ·t fans who are traveling to see a team
play, they're friends. And they're friends
that he hopes to have for a long time.
"It's special because you know you had
an impact on people," Brownell said.
"What's neat with those guys is I consider
them to be really good friends and probably friends for life."
It's Brownell's ability to win basketball
games that make him "a good coach, but it's
gratitude and sincerity toward his fans that
make him a great coach.
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For
NCR ountry Oub is seeking qualified
individuals for the 2007 pool staff.
andidates will be certified lifeguard ;
xp rience is helpful. Apply in per on
at NCR COUNTRY.CLUB 4435 Dogwo d Trail Kett ring, OH 45429
W dn •'day through Saturday from 10
a.m. to 1 a.m. and 2 p. m. to 4 p.m.
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Cynthia Layne
Pete Mills
·
David Simpson

For Rent: Nice 3 b droom hou Near
WSU, WPAFB, Kettering, and The
Greene. Includes washer I dryer, dish
washer, AC, garage, big yard, and 7
networking plug . No Smoking/No
P t I Cr <lit Check $745 I mo+util. 1 yr.
LEAS . Call Scott 513.519.6322 or cotmj gmail. om.

April 11
May 2
. May 9

11 :30 a.m. - 1 :30 p.m.
Student Union Hearth Lounge
Free Mugs and Free Coffee
Wright Cup Special

FOR RENT: Campu Cre t Apartment - 2 bedroom, 1·1/2 baths. Rent
from $625 up. ALL 937-427-8837

Inter· stcd in tarting your own Avon
bu ine ?
Would you like to purchase Avon/
mark products? Call Lauren Weeks
at 937-901-4413 or email
weeks.10Wwright.edu for more information.
A ea~ onal, full-time position from
early April till September i available
at Green Vista Wat r Gardens. This is
a demanding position that involves
working indoors and outdoors, and
interacting with the retail public.
Applicant will also be involved with
development and operation of an ecommerce web site. This truly is a
unique experience for those who are
self-motivated and reliable, to be
involved with the growth of a small
company.
Must be computer and internet proficient, able to lift 50 lbs., have excellent
people skills and enjoy working with
th public. Prefer a non-smoker with a
clean driving record. A willingness to
1 arn our product lin i s. ntial to
assisting in sales. Applicants with
weekend availability will be given
preference during the hiring decision.
A minimum of $9.00/hoUI to start
Apply Monday- Saturday from 10-5 in
person at 4034 Dayton-Springfield Rd.,
Springfield.

The Chop House is looking for
EXPERIENCED servers. Call 2911661. or apply at 7727 Washington
Village Dr. between the hours of 2-4
Mon.-Thur.
Looking for Male Softball Players for a
WSU Intramurals Team. If you are
interested contact wolz.2@wright.edu
for more information. Must have current WrightOne Card.
Tutor for hire in statistics I probability.
Areas of study are:
-Regression Model .
-Forecasting
- Excel QM
- Linear Programming
-Markov
Will meet in public place for safety
reasons. $20.00 I hour. Call Terry
Dyrhaug at 656-0164 and after 6 p.m.
at 306-1410.
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Easl Dayton home located minute
from 35 I 675. Two bedroom with full
finished lower level and huge fenced in
yard. 50 Constantia $95,900 Call: 6431980

-

Dayton Historic District near
UD I MVB, Oregon distric, and Brown
Street businesses. Restored Victorian
woodwork, brick walls, iron fence. Efficiency/ studio 325+, 1 bdrm. 375+, 2
bdrm. house 600+. Call 937-224-3022
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ChiFOPractic
Are You Ready to Accept the Challenge?
The Logan Doctor of Chiropractic program includes extensive
study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical
sciences, chiropractic techniques, business training and
extensive clinical rotations.
Logan students receive all this and more!

Specialties Wittlin Chiropractic:
+ Sports Rehab
• General Practice
+

•

+
+

Pediatrics
Geriatrics
Radiology
Acupuncture

•
•

+
+

Neurology
Orthopedics
Research
Personal Injury

Contact Logan University at www .. logan.edu for
an info packet to your future as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.
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Wright State's graduate programs give you the
power to stay competitive with the knowledge to
take your career to the next level and beyond.
Discover the pioneering research being done at WSU. Explore financial aid, graduate assistantships, and scholarships. Consider convenient tin:es, locations, and program formats. -

*.......,....,.

50 Master's, Professional, and Doctoral Degrees
in the following areas:
Ill• n
*•w'r•••tas.,..c.1.,..e1r~

• ............ ·c1... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
~fi-•llllftll)d..., ......................
No application fee for all who
apply during the Open Housel

TO REGISTER I www.wright.edu/sogs/openhouse

or call (93 7) 775-2976

• Tnose who apply at the Of)ell tiouse and are admitted without condit1ons 1oti> a degree program witl be
entered in a drawing tor free graduate tuitioo at the full· time or part-time level. Winners fl'ltlst be at teart tS,
Ohle residents. al'!d meet admissionrequlrements and/or other criteria as determined bV the university. Wright
State University employees, their families. and current graduate students are meligible. Cash equivatency wilt
not be given In lieu of rhe tuition.

